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Abstract. The German New Medicine, a foundation of doctor Ryke Hamer Geerd seems
to revolutionize the medicine referring to the understanding and treatment of cancer and
of similar grievous diseases.
Doctor Hamer discovered that both cancer and similar diseases are provoked by
the action of an unexpected emotional shock, which he called Dirk Hamer Syndrome
(DHS) on certain nervous centres. The affected nervous centres emit certain biological
programs through which they provoke the installation of the cancer or of some similar
diseases at the level of the controlled organs by the affected nervous centres. Thus, Hamer
discovers that these diseases originate in the brain and are governed by the psychic-brainorgan ratio. Doctor Hamer has elaborated five Biological Laws of the German New
Medicine, which revolutionizes the understanding and the medical practice (treatment of
diseases). His discoveries radically change the concepts of the allopathic medicine on the
diseases and their treatment. People do not die of cancer, but because of fear and
exhaustion of treatments..
Key words: Emotional shock, German New Medicine, cancer, Dirk Hamer Syndrome,
cancerous tumours, GNM therapy, self-healing.

Introduction
Ryke Hamer Geerd is the founder of the German New Medicine (GNM).
Chief Internist at the Oncological Clinic of the University of Munich, Germany,
he had testicular cancer as a result of a shock provoked by the news that his son
Dirk was shot on August 18, 1978. In December, the same year, Dirk died. Dr.
Hamer realized that he got cancer as a result of the psychological stress provoked
by the death of his son. Consulting thousands of record cards of some cancerous
patients of various types and discussing with many patients, he reached the
conclusion that all types of cancer and similar grievous diseases are provoked by
the emotional shocks that affect certain nervous centres. In honour of his son he
called such a stressful shock The Syndrome Dirk Hamer (SDH). Analyzing
thousands of tomographies of cancer patients, he discovered that the affected
nervous centres by the DHS emotional shock suffer an impact that affects
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structurally and functionally the respective nervous zones. The impact provokes,
through some vibration waves, certain lesions of the nervous centres occurring at
the Scanner in the form of concentric rings. The affected nervous centres
structurally and functionally impact the organs; they control directly the coming
out of the cancer.
The investigations performed gave him the conviction that both cancer and
similar serious diseases have their origin in the brain, the brain injured by the
DHS emotional shock that surprise the patient totally unprepared. The main role
in the coming out of these diseases is played by the psychic -brain-organ ratio.
The nervous zone affected by the emotional shock works out a biological
program through which it induces the disease in the organ it controls. Such a
disease develops in two phases: the phase of active conflict, which means the
starting of the disease and its development, and the phase of healing, or selfhealing, programmed throughout the nervous system.
As we will see in the paper, R.G. Hamer discovered a number of five
Biological Laws characteristic to the German New Medicine [2, 4, 5].
Doctor Hamer's discoveries were analysed by hundreds of specialists who
found that they apply to all types of cancer, without exception. Shortly, after the
presentation of his discoveries under the form of a post-doctoral thesis at the
University of Tübingen, the health authorities ordered him to give up his
discoveries and to retract all affirmations, if he does not want to lose both his job
and the medical license, too. Such a threat reminds us of the practice of the
Inquisition in the Middle Ages. Dr. Hamer has not complied with the ultimatum
and was fired, his medical license was suspended; he was arrested for continuing
medical practice without a license and was persecuted by the German and French
authorities for 25 years. He was able to refuge only in Spain, where he continued
his research.
It is easy to understand that, in this case, the so-called Inquisition was
represented the world's pharmaceutical trusts that were feeling hit in their
financial interest - the manufacture and the sale of thousands of tons of anticancer medicines.
The biological roots of the cancer and of similar grievous diseases are caused
by the psychic -brain-organs ratio. Through psychic, we discover the social roots
of these diseases. The exacerbated stress nowadays generated by the behaviour of
the governments and of the people against people, leads to high tensions, both
general and individual too.
The modern neo-slavery, maintained and developed by what we call the New
World Order, provokes grievous shocks to human population. The
Pharmaceutical Trusts put monopoly on people's health and do not allow but the
practice of an allopathic medicine that sell their vaccines, medicaments and all the
synthetic products they manufacture. The health of people is shaken by the
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introduction of food additives, of destructive E -substances, and the Codex
Alimentarius is the "Holy Law" for all common mortals. Pollution, under all its
forms, is another dreadful anti-biological weapon, not only for humans but also
for the entire biosphere.
Cancer and many similar serious diseases could be defeated in the biological
self-healing processes, provided they do not interfere with a dreadful medication,
chemotherapy and the use of the ionizing radiations up to the complete annulment
of the proper immune mechanisms.
All beneficial solutions for the health of human are removed from the bud.
The Natural Medicine and other types of medicines are declared outlawed. The
saviours, innovators who dare to find solutions to improve the health of
population are removed, arrested, are prohibited from practicing the trade as it
happened with Geerd Ryke Hamer, the founder of the German New Medicine.
The individual is a level of organization of the living matter
The organism forms a unitary whole; cells, tissues and organs depend in
their existence to each other and of the whole of which they belong to. There is an
extensive semiotic dialogue among all the component parts of the organism,
which ensures the perfect functioning both of them and of the whole. If we
understand the organism as an organizational level, according to Bertalanffy's
systems theory, then , this has programs for itself, through which it ensures its
survival, inferior programs through which it coordinates the activity of the
component subsystems (organs , tissues, cells) and superior programs, through
which it is integrated into the superior biological systems (species, biocoenosis,
biosphere).
The organism is intelligently structured and has its own intelligence.
Intelligence is embodied both in the structure of the whole and in that of the
subsystems. Only in this way, we can explain how each subsystem knows
everything that happens at its level and in the whole to which it belongs to. How
otherwise could be formed a clone starting from a cell? Through semiotic
dialogue that works among the component parts of an organism, each subsystem
knows what happens in the organism and contributes to its good functioning and
survival. The brain works like a computer of the organism that knows absolutely
everything: the state of health of the organism and its functionality and of the
component subsystems, as far as to cells. How otherwise could the organism
ensure its immunity and fight against the pathogenic agents that enter into the
organism? How could it cope with the destructive factors of the environment?
This knowledge is based on the embodied intelligence both at the level of the
whole and of the component parts, as far as the level of cells. Cells, tissues and
the organs know their state of health and functionality. The cellular organelles
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also have an embodied intelligence through which they make possible the good
function of the cell.
If a secretory cell receives a command for the synthesis of a substance
(hormones, enzymes, proteins, etc.) that executes the command, and it can
accurately appreciate the course of the synthesis process. If, during the synthesis
of the commanded substance, we introduce a certain amount of the respective
substance into the cell, or in any part of the organism, then, the cell behaves
intelligently, analyzing the created situation. If the introduced substance exceeds
the amount ordered for synthesis, then, the synthesis process is stopped. If it is
less, the synthesis process will continue and it will be stopped only when it will
reach to the level of the quantity ordered.
All these events are known not only by the respective cell, but also by tissues
and organs and the central computer (the brain) that controls not only the health
state but also all the activities taking place in the organism. Life does not carry on
at random and the course of life is known and controlled at every level of the
organization of the vital structures.
The brain is the body's great computer and functions depending on how it is
programmed and responds to all forms of interference. The mind plays the role of
a programmer ; sometimes even the organs and tissues can have the role of
programmer, especially when it suffers certain biological shocks (damages,
cracks, invasion by microbes, etc.). On the other hand, the mind and the body are
the effector organs of the computer, both in case of an optimal scheduling and in
case of functional disturbances.
The starting of the diseases
In his German New Medicine, Doctor RG Hamer (2006) believes that the
origin of diseases is in the brain. In his research, he discovered that all diseases
are caused by an emotional shock.
In normal conditions our organism functions at the optimum parameters
because all organs carry out exactly the programs launched by the brain. In the
position in which an emotional shock of DHS type appears that surprises the
individual totally unprepared, the disease can start.
What could be the nature of such an emotional shock? For a man, it could be
the loss of the job, house, or of the loved person; for a woman, it can be a
conflictual shock in the family, the danger of an unexpected divorce, the serious
taken ill, or even the sudden death of a child, etc. For animals, the emotional
shock can be determined by the loss of a chicken, the wandering of group, the fall
into a trap, the long lack of food, the abandonment from the part of the owner, etc.
The emotional shock has a strong impact on a specific zone in the brain. In a
certain zone of the brain, not at all accidental, a lesion is produced, visible on a
computed tomography (CT). It is about the fact that abnormal vibrations can be
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produced in the brain and they provoke structural and functional modifications
(lesions) that can be highlighted on a tomography. Such an impact occurs on a
tomography in the form of concentric rings, which demonstrates the effect of the
DHS shock on the cells in the respective nervous zone. The impacted zone on the
brain by the emotional shock is the centre of the cortical projection of a particular
organ. The cerebral cells affected by DHS transmit a certain program to the
organism that it controls. It is not excluded that this program be altered under the
action of the shock received, which causes serious disorders at the level of the
controlled organ. In this way, DHS provokes not just a single conflict, the
emotional one, but one organismic, consequently biological. This can be
manifested through the appearance of a cancer or of a similar grievous disease.
The emotional shocks can be very different, depending on their psychological
load. Due to this fact, the emotional shocks affect different cortical zones, but
always the same.
The link between the emotional conflicts and the damaged organs
It is the merit of doctor Hamer of establishing, with an amazing accuracy, the
link between the emotional conflicts of DHS type, nervous centres and the
affected organs. Thus, Dr. Hamer (2006) presents us the organs and types of
emotional conflicts (shocks) that affect them:
- Colon - emotional conflicts over which one cannot pass; unacceptable;
- Bones - lack of self-esteem, inferiority complex;
- Uterus – a sentiment of sexual inferiority;
- The small intestine – excess of anger impossible to restrain;
- Prostate – quarrel on the side of sexuality;
- Thyroid – feeling of helplessness, lack of control;
- Lung – fear of death; trauma of choking; strong fear of a certain person;
Skin – lack of integrity; corruptible man, spineless;
- Testicles, ovaries – a valuable loss, which cannot be recovered; death of
someone close;
- Pancreas - conflict with the family members; a conflict of anxiety type
with the family members, inheritance issues;
- The Inner ear – the sentiment of impossibility to find something, to find
a vital information;
- Lymphatic glands – the loss of self-worth ,associated with the location;
- The left bosom – conflict which endangers the child, the home, the
family;
- The right bosom – conflict with her partner or rival people;
- The rectum – the fear of being useless;
- Mouth – failure of dealing with certain issues, situations;
- Stomach – the feeling that you swallowed too much against your will;
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Oesophagus – the acute desire to deny something, not to swallow
something (of course, metaphorically);
- Heart – frustration connected with children;
- Cervix – deep and persistent frustration;
- Adrenal glands – you are headed in a direction in which you refuse to go;
- Liver – you feel the life in danger, the fear of running out of food, without
money;
- Melanoma – the feeling of dirt, defilement, smudge;
- Renal cortex – wandering, wrong direction;
- Bladder – ugly conflict, dirty tricks;
- Ducts of the mammary glands – conflict due to separation.
When we speak of emotional shocks, we can think of those shocks that act
quickly, that thunder you and block you in place. Some emotional conflicts
accumulate over time, settle in time and when they reach an alarming level,
release the DHS syndrome. One is the shock provoked by the unexpected death of
a child or of a loved person and the other one, the quarrel on the side of sexuality
or the lack of self-esteem.
Let's suppose that a mother who suckles a child has an emotional shock
caused by the sudden taken ill of the child. The shock provokes structural and
functional alterations of a certain zone in the brain responsible for the control of
the mammary glands. The brain functions as a computer and puts into function a
natural program through which it intensifies the activity of the mammary glands
to come into the help of the child. Such a programme also appears in the situation
in which the child died. One intensifies the activity of the mammary glands
having the "purpose" to prepare the mother for a new baby. If the child's condition
does not improve (first situation) or the mother does not make another child
(second situation), then, disorders appear at the level of the mammary glands that
lead to the installation of a mammary cancer.
Doctor Hamer discovered some subtleties that we could not even imagine
and that seem to belong to Science Fiction: The breast cancer can occur in the left
breast or in the right breast.
The emotional shocks that cause the mammary cancer in the left breast are
given by the dangers that arise in connection with the health or death state of a
child, the loss of the house, or the negative effect of some disasters on the house
(flooding, fire, etc.) or by some serious troubles within the family.
The emotional shocks related to the appearance of the cancer at the right
breast can be given by: the conflict with your life partner, or with some rival
persons.
These aspects seem to be paradoxical and difficult to understand.
Nevertheless, they bring us to light certain functional characteristics of the brain.
The coming out of the cancer is provoked by the action of the emotional shock,
-
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which determines the launching of a programme by the nervous centres designed
to optimize the chances of survival. It is interesting that in the females who do not
nurse can appear tumours at the level of the mammary glands given by the action
of an emotional shock due to problems and of obsessive cares for the good of
those loved ones (a sick child, a parent with health problems, even the care for a
friend who has unexpected problems). What surprises us is the ability of doctor
Hamer to generalize the conditions of the coming out and evolution of all types of
cancer and serious biological diseases. His experience is based on thousands, tens
of thousands of analysed cases.
Installation and the development of diseases
Doctor Hamer (2006) believes that all diseases are developed into two
phases:
The phase of active conflict (of disease);
The phase of healing (post-conflict or of resolved conflict).
The phase of active conflict is released, as we already mentioned, by a
program launched by the nervous centres. As a result of this program, there
appear some manifestations which demonstrate the installation of the disease: the
appearance of restlessness state, tension;
Lack of appetite with weight loss;
Lack of sleep (insomnia);
Hands and feet become cold;
Skin becomes sensitive.
This phase is under the sympathetic sphere and is called cold phase. If the
emotional tension continues, the disease becomes more and more serious.
Healing phase or resolved conflict
Hands and feet become warm; fever may occur;
Healing can manifest through different diseases and also through
prolonged tiredness state;
Hypertension;
Need for sleep;
The processes appeared in the first phase are reversed:
- Tumours are removed or encapsulated;
- Lesions and necrosis are healed;
This phase is dominated by the parasympathetic and is called the hot phase.
At the end of the warm phase, the tissues and organs are restored and become
more resilient, capable of preventing some diseases and of resistance to new
shocks.
The research pointed out (revealed) the fact that, during the healing phase
various diseases can manifest quite dangerously, which can cause even the death.
Thus, in the culminating point of the healing phase, one can install a crisis similar
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to epilepsy that cannot go unnoticed, even more, can cause the death of the
person. In some cases, some cramps can appear of different intensities. Another
known healing crisis is the myocardial infarction or the heart attack.
It is interesting for us the explanation given by the German New Medicine of
these diseases, considering that they are in the interest of the species.
It is known the fact that, after a disease, through healing, the affected organ
becomes stronger, more resistant to the action of disturbance factors, which is,
indeed, an advantage in the struggle for survival.
We could consider that these diseases occurring during the healing period
of the organism seem to be some sort of touchstones (test programs) concerning
the body's resistance. The individuals who are not able to resist can be removed in
the interest of the species, which, in this way, strengths itself. The biological
"Reason" would be that the individuals who cannot cope with such programs
(diseases) may not return to the reproductive capacity, allowing the strengthening
of the species. It would be a similar action with that of some selfish genes that do
their place in a population, even if they are not much useful to individuals.
If the diseases from the period of recovery are exceeded, nothing threatens
the recovery any more.
An interesting conclusion and worthy of being retained can be extracted from
these aspects. People do not die from cancer, but because of fear and of
exhaustion of treatments.
The significance of the disease seems to have a mystery that we can
hardly understand as individuals. The disease is neither random, nor bad luck, nor
chaos, but it is a biological process that ensures the strengthening and survival of
the species. As the members of a commando troop are subjected to superhuman
trainings in order to resist in a mission, so the individuals of a species are
subjected not only to the impact with the environment but also to the impact with
conflicting psychological states, which cause them certain diseases, and when
defeating them, they become stronger and strengthen their ability to survive [2, 3,
6].
Another conclusion offered by the German New Medicine that seems
difficult to accept, refers to the pain caused by the diseases that occur during the
healing period. Pain, sometimes unbearable, appearing in the healing phase has
the role to calm the patient as to prevent him to do certain activities during the
healing period, so that the healing process can take place unhindered.
A brutal medication applied in this period against the pain can bring the
patient into a new panic and to the reappearance of a sympathomimetic phase and
the strengthening of the disease.
If we understand all these aspects, we can reach the wisdom of hermits
and consider that the disease is a gift from God.
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Biological Laws of the German New Medicine (GNM)
Searching tens of thousands of cases of people with cancer and serious
illnesses similar to cancer, Dr. Hamer discovered a number of five laws that allow
us to understand such diseases and treat them according to the appearance,
development and their self-healing.
Law I. Every cancer or similar serious affection is due to a conflict,
which generates an emotional shock. Dirk Hamer Syndrome (DHS) that first
sick the man mentally, when disturbances are produced in the brain that has
repercussion on a certain organ.
Law II. As a result of the emotional conflict abnormal vibrations appear
in the brain, which determine structural and functional alterations that can
be detected in tomographies in the form of concentric rings. These disorders
provoke a disease in the organ controlled by the respective nervous zone.
The more emotional conflict is stronger and longer lasting, the more
respective organ is more severely affected.
Let's assume that a mother loses a child unexpectedly. The HDS emotional
shock causes some structural and functional alterations of a clearly defined zone
in the brain, always the same at the same type of emotional shock.
The brain functioning as a computer emits a natural programme (biological)
through which intensifies the activity of the mammary glands thus preparing the
mother for the birth of another child. If the mother will not make another child,
then disturbances appear at the level of the mammary glands that lead to the
installation of a breast cancer.
In case of the mammary cancer, tumours develop in the active phase of the
conflict. The biological "Reason" of the mammary cell proliferations (of tumours)
is that of increasing the body ability to eliminate the cause.
Doctor Hamer opens our eyes on the relationships between psychic-brainorgan and demonstrates us through his observations that all psychic processes and
of the organs are interconnected through brain and controlled by it.
All emotional conflicts give rise to a cancer or of similar serious diseases. A
woman betrayed by her husband with a younger woman suffers a conflict of
sexual inferiority that leads to a uterine cancer. She can escape from this
emotional conflict and of cancer, if she reconciles with the husband or she makes
sex with another man who cancels her inferiority complex;
- A person retires. It appears immediately an emotional shock because she
considers herself useless. She will make a cancer, if she does not find a new
occupation or a new passion to occupy her free time;
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-People who have a low self-esteem, an inferiority complex, can get bone
cancer (bone decalcification, osteoporosis, etc.) if they do not rebalance their
psyche to resolve such conflicts; they need a skilled psychiatrist.
Law III. R.G. Hamer discovered a truth that goes unnoticed: illnesses
can be grouped according to the affected organs and by their embryonic
origin (ectoderm, endoderm and mesoderm).
Depending on their embryonic origin, the organs are controlled by
certain areas of the brain:
Cells, tissues and organs that have their origin in the ectoderm
have relays at the level of the cerebral cortex (the new brain);
Cells, tissues and organs that have their origin in the endoderm
have nervous relays in the cerebral trunk;
Cells, tissues and organs related to mesoderm are divided into
two categories: the old mesoderm with the relay in the cerebellum and the
new mesoderm with the relay in the white substance of the cerebral
hemispheres.
Cells, tissues and organs which derive from ectoderm and have the relay
in the cerebral cortex determine the cellular decreases under the form of some
necrosis or ulcerations, and diminish the functions of the organs, provoking the
diabetes, paralyses, etc.
Cells, tissues and organs which derive from endoderm and have the relay
in the central trunk determine the multiplication of cells and the formation of
some compact tumours of adenoma type (liver, intestine, lungs).
In case of the mesoderm, the formations containing the old mesoderm
and have the relay in the cerebellum determine the formation of some compact
tumours of adenoma type in breast, melanoma, mesothelioma (pericardium,
pleura, peritoneum).
In case of the formations that belong to the new mesoderm with relay in
the white substance of the cerebral hemispheres, determine the formation of some
necroses or holes in tissues and organs (osteoporosis) caused by the decrease of
the number of cells.
Law IV. The System ontogenetically conditioned of microbes.
This law postulates that the organs that have relay in the old brain break
up their tumours with the help of microbes (fungi and mycobacteria).
In case of the organs that have relay in the new brain, the process of
healing (holes, ulcerations) is carried out with the help of viruses and bacteria.
In concept of the allopathic medicine, the infectious diseases are always
produced by microbes, because the infectious diseases always find microbes.
Doctor Hamer draws our attention on the fact that in case of infectious diseases,
too, there is a phase of active conflict. Only after the solution of the conflict these
40
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microbes become active, being activated by the brain. In our organism there are
all kinds of microbes that could release all possible infectious diseases. But they
do not release such diseases, because they are not activated, they are kept in
"check" by the nervous system.
Through their intensification, it is passed to the phase of cleaning of the
effects of cancer (it is cleaned up the tissues that no longer have any use after the
completion of tasks). Consequently, bacteria and viruses contribute to the
reconstruction of organs, to the elimination of necroses, of holes, and of
ulcerations, under the control of the cerebrum.
Being the phase of healing of the affected organs, it is not unnatural the
installation of some infectious diseases, which have the mission to strengthen the
organism and to favour the species in its survival and evolution. This aspect seems
downright paradoxical, but the microbes become optimized within the phase of
healing of the organism.
Law V. The Law of Quintessence, conformable to which, every disease
is manifested as a particular and significant biological program of nature,
developed in the evolution process. Analysing the diseases depending on the
embryonic layer (embryonic foils) of which the organs become affected, we can
discover and understand the sense of each disease.
Doctor Hamer recommends us not to see the disease as a "malicious"
appearance or a punishment from God, but as a part of the Special Biological
Program (SBP) aiming at the re-establishing and strengthening the organisms to
the action of emotional and survival stress.
Such an interpretation reminds us of those hermits who consider the disease
as a "gift" from God for the strengthening in faith and for the fortification of the
organism.
Now we understand why in case of an emotional conflict of the mother- illchild type, the organism produces an excess tissue in the mammary gland, which
appears as a tumour; it is the result of a Special Biological Programme to come in
the support of the baby, offering him more milk.
If a family has an emotional conflict between mother-child type in the period
in which the mother does no longer suckle, the formed tumour can degenerate into
cancer.
The "purpose" of the Special Biological Programme is to support the child;
this is the original purpose of such a programme. Analysing from this point of
view the sense of the appearance of some mammary nodules, we realize that their
formation is not without a sense. The tragedy can appear through the brutal
chemotherapeutical intervention or through anticancer radiation.
Knowing the five laws of the German New Medicine, we must change our
concept about the appearance and development of diseases and about the healing
Academy of Romanian Scientists Annals - Series on Biological Sciences, Vol. 4, No. 1, (2015)
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process. It is known that there are different physical, chemical and biological
factors that can generate cancer. These factors are part of our daily existence, but
they cannot release the appearance of cancer, but under the command of the
nervous system, as a result of an emotional shock of Dirk Hamer Syndrome. We,
all the people, have in our body pathogenic agents of tuberculosis, but the
tuberculosis cannot release but under the control of the nervous system. The same
happens with the cancer too.
Each cancer or similar serious disease is due to a conflict that generates an
emotional Dirk Hamer Syndrome shock which makes the man sick firstly at the
mental level, when disturbances occur in the brain, and finally these are
transmitted on an organ.
The type of the conflict that generated the emotional shock determines the
zone in which abnormal vibrations appear (occur) in the brain. The area from the
brain can be recognized on tomographies according to the concentric rings they
form . The longer the conflict lasts, the worse the appropriate body gets sick
corresponding to this type of conflict.
The golden Rule of cancer
The golden rule of cancer postulates that regardless of its form, every cancer
is released through a conflict shock of DHS type that surprises the man
unprepared. Cancer takes place from the beginning on three levels: psychic, brain
and the correspondent organ. The nature of the conflict depends on its
psychological content. This content determines which part of the brain will be
affected and, in a correlative way, which organ will become ill.
Thus, a conflict determined by a lack of self-esteem and the installation of an
inferiority complex provokes a bone cancer; fear of death, trauma of suffocation,
or strong fear towards a person releases a lung cancer; a conflict of anxiety type
with the family members and problems connected by an inheritance provoke a
pancreatic cancer; a conflict which endangers the child, the family or the house
generates a mammary cancer at the left breast, and in the conflict with her partner
or rival persons the mammary cancer appears at the right breast.
As the research of higher nervous activity made possible the discovery on
the cerebral cortex of some sensory, motor and association nervous centres and
their mapping, so it could be mapped the zones in the central nervous system
(CNS), which, being affected by some types of emotional shocks, always in the
same category, can release certain types of cancer.
Principles of Healing
For a long time, it has been spoken about the fact that a disease does not
manifest in all patients in the same way, and that, in fact, it is not about of
diseases, but about patients. One and the same disease manifests differently from
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one individual to another, because the pathogenic agent (in case of infectious
diseases) meets different conditions depending on which it can manifest. This is
why the treatments must not be similar.
Accepting the German New Medicine of Hamer, we realize that for healing
one must proceed quite differently than in the allopathic medicine:
1. The patient becomes the absolute master of the treatment. He is 100%
responsible for his condition because emotional shock that he lived belongs to him
and only to him, with all its psychological load as the fingerprints belong to him,
too. For the healing one must cancel the effects of the emotional shock, to cut
them from the roots.
2. Only the patient understands and predicts perfectly the causes that
provoked the appearance of the conflict and of the emotional shock and implicitly
of the disease.
3. The patient must consciously and constructively collaborate with the
doctor to imagine an effective plan for resolving the conflict that maintains the
disease.
4. In order to resolve the mental conflict, it is necessary to understand its
appearance to be able to think the ways of its elimination. Psychotherapy, too,
hypnosis and even regression can be useful in this case. It is easy to understand
that the healing period should not interfere brutally, with medicaments, especially
synthetic ones. It must be avoided the therapies based on chemotherapy and on
different types of radiations of ionization [2, 4].
Conclusions
In this paper we have tried to present the concepts of the German New
Medicine concerning the understanding and the treating of the cancer and of
similar serious diseases and their treatment. The founder of the German New
Medicine is doctor Ryke Geerd Hamer, a German physician, former head
internist in the oncology clinic of the University of Munich. He became cancerous
too, after an emotional shock caused by the shooting and death of his son Dirk; he
had the brilliant intuition to consider that all types of cancer are provoked by a
strong emotional shock on the central nervous system, which he called Dirk
Hamer Syndrome in honour of his son.
Analysing the cards and tomographies of thousands of cancer from the
oncology clinic where he worked, he discovered that all forms of cancer have
their origin in the nervous system and they are governed by the psychic-brainorgan ratio. He discovered that the DHS provokes at the level of the nervous
centres some structural lesions that can be put into evidence by tomographies in
the form of concentric rings. The nervous centres affected by DHS emit some
biological programmes that induce the disease (cancer or similar serious diseases).
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In his research, he discovered that the diseases provoked by DHS follow two
phases: The phase of the active conflict of releasing and the deployment of the
disease and the phase of healing, or self-healing. Of course, there can be a
number of carcinogenic, physical, chemical, biological factors threatening the
human organism, but these do not have carcinogenic action unless they are
activated by the nervous system as a result of the action of an emotional shock of
Dirk Hamer Syndrome type.
On the basis of the research he found that, in the healing phase, some
diseases can actively manifest that can endanger patients' lives, but they have a
certain biological "reason", that of strengthening the respective organism, of
making it more resistant to the actions of some emotional shocks.
Doctor Hamer has discovered five Biological Laws, characteristic to German
New Medicine. He also discovered the importance of our biological laterality, the
mode of formation of the metastases and their significance, as well as the
beneficial role of microbes in the body's healing period.
The concepts that lie at the basis of the German New Medicine revolutionize
the modern medicine; they revolutionise it with the condition to be well
understood and applied in practice. Doctor Hamer presented the results of his
work in 1981 as a post-doctoral thesis at the University of Tübingen. Although his
discoveries were verified and confirmed as being correct and beneficial for the
medical practice, the medical authorities delivered an ultimatum to Dr. R.G.
Hamer to give up his ideas and to disapprove them, in case of insubordination,
withdrawing his medical license and the right to practice medicine.
Refusing to submit to the present medical Inquisition, Dr. Hamer's medical
license was suspended and he was dismissed and then arrested. He was persecuted
by German and French authorities for 25 years. But it was accepted in Spain and
allowed to work.
The inquisition of medical type, acting in our times, is formed by large
pharmaceutical trusts of the world, which do not want to lose the incomes resulted
from the thousands of tons of anticancer medicines. The interests of these trusts
and of the world banks stopped any beneficial initiative to mankind, if their stingy
pharmaceutical interests are disturbed.
The biological roots of cancer and of similar serious diseases are caused by
the ratio among psychic-brain-organ, and those social, by the exacerbated stress
in which the mankind is nowadays, generated by the policy of governments, by
the political class and the world masonry, by the conditions of the modern neoslavery, by the dangers of drugs, E -substances and of synthetic and falsified
medicines to which pollution is added under all forms up to the moral ones, which
is above all. People do not die from cancer, but because of fear and of exhaustion
of treatments.
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The inquisition of medical type, acting in our times, is formed by large
pharmaceutical trusts of the world, which do not want to lose the incomes resulted
from the thousands of tons of anticancer medicines. The interests of these trusts
and of the world banks stopped any beneficial initiative to mankind, if their stingy
pharmaceutical interests are disturbed.
The biological roots of cancer and of similar serious diseases are caused by
the ratio among psychic-brain-organ, and those social, by the exacerbated stress
in which the mankind is nowadays, generated by the policy of governments, by
the political class and the world masonry, by the conditions of the modern neoslavery, by the dangers of drugs, E substances and of synthetic and falsified
medicines to which pollution is added under all forms up to the moral ones, which
is above all. People do not die from cancer, but because of fear and of exhaustion
of treatments.
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